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Ground motion at the Future JLC detector may affect beam alignment and
cause huge luminosity loss. The FEATHER (FEedback AT High Energy
Requirements) project addresses this problem by designing a fast
intra-pulse feedback system that will correct the observed beam offset.

Need for a fast feedback system

Luminosity loss (L/L0)

1

Ground motion arises from both natural
and human activities. At frequencies higher
than a few tens of hertz most of the motion
comes from “cultural noise” (ie. human activities). At these frequencies the amplitude of the ground motion, a few nanometers, is comparable to the vertical beam
size proposed for the JLC. This means that
beams may be misaligned, leading to loss
of luminosity (see figure 1) and poorer performances for the collider. The effects of
beam misalignment have been studied using CAIN [1].
This problem will partly be addressed
during the site selection (see [2]) but it is
unavoidable that some noise will remain (at
least the noise arising from the accelerator
operation). The figure 2 shows the acceptable noise amplitude for various frequency
range.
Ground motion will also be reduced by
various mechanical device, but in the high
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Figure 1: Fraction of
the total luminosity
lost as a function of
the vertical offset of
the beams at the interaction point. The
horizontal unit, σy , is
the vertical size of the
beam (a few nanometers).

frequency region, an active device is needed
to completely correct the beam misalignment. This is the purpose of the fast feedback system proposed by the FEATHER
(FEedback AT High Energy Requirement)
collaboration [3].
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Different models of
fast feedback system

As the beam travels at the speed of the
light, it is not possible to use the position
1
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Figure 3: Relation between
the
incoming
offset and the
deflected angle
after the IP.
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Figure 2: Acceptable noise amplitude at
various frequencies and methods that will
be used to correct the resulting misalignment.
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BPM, compute the correction needed and
then apply it to the incoming beam with a
kicker. The layout of such system can be
seen on figure 4.

of a bunch to correct the same beam. Furthermore, the beam size is of the order of
Kicker
a few nanometers, and most displacements
are well beyond the reach of current Beam
Position Monitors (BPM). But after the inAmplifier
IP
teraction point (IP) both beams are deflected with a deflection angle defined by
their misalignment (see figure 3). Thus it
is easier to measure the misalignment on
Beam
the outgoing beam after the IP to correct
Position
Monitor
the incoming beam. This can be done either on only one arm or on the two arms
of the collider. The two arms solution re- Figure 4: Layout of a simple model of intraduces the correction required but is more pulse feedback system.
complicated as good and fast communicaEarlier studies of simple model of feedtion between the two systems is required to
back have been done in 1999 [4, 5]. These
avoid “opposite” corrections.
studies used a kicker with a slow rise time
(ie. high capacity), different from what is
2.1 Simple model of feedback
usually used at KEK. The beam offset as a
A simple system of feedback just needs to function of the bunch number as calculated
read the outgoing beam position from the in these studies can be seen on figure 5.
BPM
processor
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lution minimizing the luminosity loss is to
use a moderate gain that will lead to a small
overcorrection (green dashed line).
This is modified if a fast rise time kicker
(as those available at KEK) is used. The
figure 6 shows the beam offset as a function
of the bunch number in that case.
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Figure 5: Offset (top) and luminosity loss
(bottom) as a function of the bunch number
in a train corrected using a simple model of
feedback with a slow rise time kicker and an
initial offset of 2 σy .

Figure 6: Beam offset as a function of the
bunch number in a train corrected with a
simple model of feedback using a fast rise
time kicker. Vertical units are arbitrary.
After a few oscillations the system converges to an equilibrium state different from
As the kicker will have a slow rise time the full correction state.
there will be an initial rising period durNow, we can see that once the first
ing which the kicker can not fully correct
the beam offset. With a high gain (red bunches reach the BPM, correction is apline), when full correction is achieved, the plied to the beam to reduce its offset.
beam reaching the BPM is still not fully But when the corrected bunches (with a
corrected and thus the system will “over- small offset) reach the BPM, the correccorrect” the beam position, leading to os- tion applied becomes small (or even 0 if the
cillations as seen on figure 5. This can be bunches are fully corrected). The system
avoided by lowering the gain of the cor- will then oscillate between high and low correcting device, overcorrection will then be rection state. If the gain applied is lower
avoided but converging time will be much than 1, the system will eventually converge
slower (blue dotted line). An average so- to an equilibrium state different from the
3
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full correction state.
Animations showing the behavior of this
model with these 2 kinds of kicker can be
seen on the FEATHER website [3].
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To avoid the oscillations featured by the
Bunch number
“simple model”, a “memory” can be added
so that when corrected bunches reach the
High offset, normal gain
BPM, the previously applied correction is
High offset, tuned gain
remembered and can be again applied.
The memory needs to remember the correction applied around 10 bunches ago,
which means keeping the information just
during a few tens of nanoseconds. This can
Bunch number
be done simply by adding a long wire in the
circuit as a “delay” loop (see figure 7). The Figure 8: Offset as a function of the bunch
beam position as a function of the bunch number with a feedback system including a
number can be seen on figure 8.
delay line. The upper plot is for a moderate
initial offset (2 σy ) for which the gain was
tuned. The lower plot is for two different
gains with high initial offset (10 σy ), one (in
Kicker
red, plain curve) tuned for low offset (same
gain as above) whereas the second one (in
Round−trip
green, dotted line) is tuned for higher gains
Amplifier
delay
IP
and shows instabilities at low offset.
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lations previously observed. But the choice
of the correction to be applied as function of
a given offset will trigger another problem
as the relation between the position measured and the beam offset is non linear. If
the correction is tuned for low offsets the
high offsets will be undercorrected (red line
on the bottom plot of figure 8). On the
other hand, tuning the system for high offsets would lead to overcorrection and oscillations at low offset (dashed green line on
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Figure 7: Layout of a model of intra-pulse
feedback system using a delay line.
In this delayed feedback, once the corrected bunches reach the BPM, the delay
loop brings the information on the previously applied correction, avoiding the oscil4

the bottom plot of figure 8).
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Kicker

Improved model of feedback

Delay loop
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The delayed model of feedback system can
be further improved to suppress the problem arising from the non linearities by fitting lines on the figure 3 showing the relation between offset and deflection angle.
This fit is shown on figure 9. It can be realized with an array of non linear components
starting to operate at a different threshold
as shown on figure 10.
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Figure 10: An array of non-linear components can be used to generate a non linear
response.
tions in Perl (and later cross-checked with
Matlab). It has not yet been possible to
test these models in real beam conditions,
however, the technical feasibility of these
circuits has been checked on a test bench
using a pulse generator.
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Figure 9: Fit
(in blue, dotted line) of
the simulated
values (in red,
plain line) of
the deflected
angle as function of the
vertical beam
offset at the
IP.

3.1.1

Simple feedback

As the simple model of feedback just computes a correction from a given position, its
75
electronic layout is fairly simple: as shown
50
on figure 11 it should consist simply of an
amplifier whose gain is adjusted to the re25
quired correction. As tunable amplifier are
0
not easily available on the market, it is eas0
2
4
6
8
10
ier to amplify more than needed and then
offset (σy)
tune the gain with well chosen attenuators
as shown on figure 12. On that figure, the
device used to merge the signal from the
antenna and to split it to both kicker
3 Bench and beam tests BPM
strips is also shown.
This design has been tested and its per3.1 Feasibility of the 3 models
formances can be seen on figure 13. The
The plots shown in the previous section response time measured is of the order of
have been made using numerical simula- 15 ns.
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Figure 11: Electronic design of
the simple model
using a tunable
amplifier.
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Figure 12: Electronic design of the simple
model where the tunable amplifier is replaced by a fixed one and a tunable attenuator. BPM and Kicker processing components are also shown.
3.1.2

0

Figure 13: Test of the electronic circuit proposed for the simple model. In red and blue
are the signal sent on the 2 BPM antennas
of the circuit and in yellow and green are the
responses sent to the strips of the kicker.

Delayed feedback
is reached (no more signal on the input) almost the same level of correction is kept
(the decay comes from the fact that the gain
of the delay loop was not matched to one).

The delay loop to be added to the “delayed
feedback” circuit could be made of a simple
cable, but as there are losses, an amplifier
must be included in the design to ensure
that the delay loop has a gain of 1. The
noise figure of this amplifier must be low to
avoid accumulating and amplifying noise in
the loop. The circuit layout is shown on
figure 14.
The figure 15 shows the input and output that were measured with this layout,
using a delay loop with a length equivalent to 3 pulses. It can clearly be seen that
the information is “accumulated” in the delay loop while bunches arrives with offset
(which means that the correction is not yet
enough) and then that once full correction

3.1.3

Improved feedback: Non linearity at RF frequencies.

A key issue to check the feasibility of the
improved model of feedback is the possibility of generating a non linear response out
of the components available at the working
frequency.
This non-linearity can be simulated by
using a diode. The blocking tension of this
diode can by shifted by adding a DC (or low
frequency) component to the incoming signal and subtracting this DC components af6
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Figure 14: Electronic design of the delayed
model.
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ter the diode, as shown on figure 16. Using
this design, a kink of various angle has been
observed when a normal triangle signal was
sent through the circuit (see figure 17 ).
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Figure 15: Test of the electronic circuit proposed for the delayed model. Vertical units
are arbitrary. The upper line corresponds to
an incoming train of bunches. The second
line corresponds to the difference between
the 2 BPM antennas, the third to the signal in the delay loop and the fourth to the
signal sent to the kicker. The length of the
delay loop is equivalent to the interval between 3 pulses, thus the signal in the delay
loop increases by steps of 3 pulses. The decay in the delay after the end of incoming
train comes from the fact that the gain in
the loop is lower than 1.

With the kickers currently available at KEK
the tension required to kick the beam is of
the order of the kilovolt. The only available amplifiers able to deliver this power
does not work in the hundreds of megahertz
range and thus the signal must be brought
to a lower frequency.
This can be done by using a specific filter that reduces the frequency of the signal.
It has been checked that the delayed model
design remains valid with such filter (see figure 18).

3.3

0

Online measurements

The response of a BPM as a function of the
Beam Position has been measured at the
ATF (here a “button” type BPM was used)
as shown on figure 19.
Other beam tests have been done to measure how the trajectory is modified by a

given kick. Initial results were not conclusive due to insufficient power but the effect
of the kick was later observed with a more
powerful pulse generator (see figure 20). To
be able to check the full feedback system a
new kicker requiring less power needs to be
7
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Figure 16: To have a “threshold” device at
high frequency, a diode with shifted ground
value must be used. The ground value is
shifted by the addition, and later the substraction of a DC component.
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Figure 18: Delay loop with a lower frequency input. The 2 figures are for different beam position. The red curve shows
0
the difference between the 2 BPM antenna
-0.5
and the blue curves shows the response of
the feedback model: As long as the differ-1
-4000
-2000
0
ence between the 2 BPM antennas is non
zero the systems adjusts the BPM position.
input (arbitrary units)
Once zero is reached, the achieved correcFigure 17: By using diode with a shifted tion is kept by the delay loop (with a little
ground value, it is possible to produce non decay) until the reset.
linearities with linear input (here the input
was a triangle signal).
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Figure 20: Position of the beam measured
at 2 different BPM as a function of the delay
between the ATF clock signal and the pulse
sent to the kicker. A peak centered around
4.7 µs can be seen, it corresponds to the kick
given to the beam. The measured value is
given in green and the ±1σ error limits are
given in blue.

Offset (mm)
Figure 19: Tension measured by the BPM
as a function of the beam offset. The yellow
line shows the axis with coordinates relative
to the point where the upper and lower signal are equal (“zero” of the BPM).

seems to be 4 meters away from the IP as
shown on figure 21.

designed.
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In the detector

5

The location of the feedback system will
greatly influence its efficiency. The closest
from the IP, the better performances can be
reached. On an other hand, a system close
from the IP will suffer from high radiation
rate and absorb valuable particles, affecting
the detector’s resolution. The best location

Conclusion

The feasibility of a fast feedback system has
been checked by the FEATHER collaboration. A new kicker is currently been designed. Once this new kicker will be ready
new beam tests will be performed to confirm the results obtained on a test bench.
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Figure 21: The FEATHER system is located 4m away from the IP in the detector.
The top view shows how the system will
be integrated in the detector, the 3 bottom
views shown the configuration of the kicker
and the BPM on the beam pipe. At the chosen location, both beams are still traveling
in the same pipe.
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